Geometric

Chicken

Celebrate Spring time with this easy geometric chicken craft for kids.
The shapes are simple to cut out and glue into place to create a
mother hen with three sleeping baby chicks tucked under her wing.

There are two versions of this template:
•A
 t home set (pages 3-5) - which makes one chicken. This
involves stapling the shapes to pieces of coloured construction
paper before cutting them out (or alternatively you could cut
them out directly from the template and trace them onto
coloured paper).

At
Home
Set

•T
 eacher set (pages 6-10) - this is designed to print multiple
copies of each shape directly onto coloured construction paper,
removing the stapling step. This maximises economy of paper
usage for teachers and simplifies the project for a larger group of
kids. Print out the number of pages you need to suit your students
according to the key on the cover page.

Materials you will need:
•C
 onstruction paper in yellow, orange, red and one other colour
for the background. White paper for the eyes.
• Glue stick
• Scissors

Teacher
Set

• Shredded paper
• Black pen or marker

Alternatively: you can print multiples of the shapes directly out onto coloured construction paper using the teacher pack

STEP 1 } P
 rint out the template and gather your
supplies. For large groups of children
use the teacher pack.

STEP 2 } S
 taple the semi circle and triangle to
orange paper, then cut them out

STEP 3 } S
 taple the smaller semicircle shape
and the chicken’s comb shape to red
paper, cut out.

STEP 4 } S
 taple the ovals and single triangle
to yellow and the 3 mini triangles to
orange. Cut out along with eye

STEP 5 } D
 iscard the white paper and assemble STEP 6 } G
 lue the large semi circle onto a sheet
the coloured geometric pieces for
of paper
crafting

STEP 7 } A
 dd the orange triangular tail, the
yellow triangular beak and the
chicken comb shape

STEP 8 } G
 lue on the eye and fold the straight
part of the smaller semi circle (wing
shape) over to create a tab for glueing

STEP 9 } G
 lue the wing into place

STEP 11 } Glue the beaks on, and use a black
pen or marker to draw sleeping eyes

STEP 12 } G
 lue shredded paper across bottom
to create “hay”

STEP 10 } G
 lue the three ovals into place
underneath the wing

At Home Set
This template set is 2 pages and makes 1 geometric chicken.
It is designed to be printed onto white paper, then stapled onto coloured paper
before cutting out the shapes.
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Teacher Set
This set of templates is 4 pages and has been designed to be printed directly onto coloured
construction paper. Print multiple copies based on the number of students in your class

Page 1 - orange
One copy for every student

Page 2 - red
One copy for every 2 students

Page 3 - yellow
One copy for every 8 students

Page 4 - white
One copy for every 30 students
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